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⚠️ Let us tell you more about the amazing things we do.
RAVERUS is a customer-driven company engaged in providing software applications designed to improve and automate everyday business processes.
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WE HAVE COME A LONG WAY AND STILL ROLLING. HOW ABOUT TO JOIN US?
RAVERUS is a customer-driven and product-oriented software company. We develop and provide software applications designed to improve and automate everyday business processes.

As we always take a pragmatic approach to technology, we provide flexible, scalable, integrated solutions to customers who can choose our solutions to handle just one aspect of their business software needs or all of them.

- **PRAGMATIC APPROACH**
  We prefer the practical approach, rather than a theoretical one.

- **FLEXIBLE & SCALABLE**
  We are ready and able to change to adapt to different circumstances.

- **OUR GUIDES**
  Our guides in designing and programming are usability, simplicity and innovation.

VAT Number: HR44718633471
Identification Number: 02127148
Industry specialization: Software Development
Year established: 2006.

Ownership: 100% private
President of Board: Sanela Rasiner, Director Executive
Business Bank: Raiffeisenbank Austria d.d., Zagreb
SWIFT: RZBHHRZK
IBAN: HR5724840081103833812
THE DIFFERENCE WE MAKE GOES EVEN BEYOND THE PRODUCTS WE PROVIDE.

Our customer support is well proven with our customers spread across five continents. Our client base is highly diverse, in terms of industry sectors, geographical locations and sizes. There are large, global companies but also small businesses and entrepreneurs. Even though our clients are very diverse, they all have one thing in common: they all want to become more efficient in what they do.

FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/Raverus.IT

INSTAGRAM
https://www.instagram.com/raverus.hr/

LINKEDIN
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1509609/

YOUTUBE
https://www.youtube.com/user/RaverusIT
WHAT DO WE DO

Software products - developing plug-and-play software products for a broad audience

System integration and analysis - developing best practice architecture and integrating it with third party software

Software development - developing custom-made software solution for specific needs of our clients

Consultation in compliance and system architecture - combining our technical and compliance know-how and applying it to specific business models and procedures

01. WEB & WIN APPLICATIONS
Microsoft .NET, Full Stack

02. MOBILE APPLICATIONS
Xamarin and Native (iOS, Android)

03. DATABASES & CLOUD
Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS)

04. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Technical and business framework, integrations

05. COMPLIANCE SERVICES
Consultancy, AML and GDPR
OUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Over the years, Raverus has successfully created a number of successful applications and a wide range of custom development projects in different sectors.

Significant experience, combined with our expertise in the latest technologies, enable us to adapt to our clients’ diverse needs successfully.

10,000+ COMPUTERS
OUR CUSTOMERS

3,000+
CUSTOMERS
who actively use our software solutions in their everyday work.

Many of our customers have spread positive word of mouth about us, so we are justifiably proud of our reputation for providing innovative solutions, solid results and great support for all of our clients.

THE CUSTOMER’S PERCEPTION IS YOUR REALITY.

Kate Zabriskie
STATISTICS

Raverus is a reliable and stable company, our revenues if growing steadily for a number of years. Raverus is holding AAA credit rating certificate (Bisnode) and is rated A for several years in a row.

RAVERUS VS. SECTOR

REVENUES AND GROSS PROFIT
CREDIT RATING AND CERTIFICATES

Our Managing Director, Sanela Rasinec, is an affiliate member of the International Compliance Association (ICA) that is a leading global association in anti-money laundering. By holding Advanced Certificate in Practical Customer Due Diligence, issued by ICA and The University of Manchester - Alliance Manchester Business School, our expertise demonstrates a commitment to the highest standards of practices and conducts in anti-money laundering.

By combining our EU GDPR Practitioner certification from International Board for IT Governance Qualification and our vast knowledge in system security and IT security in general, we profiled ourselves as a reliable and competent partner for our clients in implementing highest standards in personal data protection, security architecture and defining best practice procedures.